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If  the specified microsimulation file is not found 
in tsp file, the user will be provided with an 
option to manually load the microsimulation 
control file, or use the default input file locations 
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View Tools 

Distance 
Move Network  
Pan 
Zoom In  
Zoom Out  
Show Entire Network  
Show/Hide Grid  
Show/Hide Node 
Show/Hide Zone 
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Zooming can also be accomplished with the Page Up / Page Down keys, the 
+ / - keys or the mouse wheel. 
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For link 110->105, there are three movements with 
traffic volume: movement 110->105->104 has 326 
vehicles with 729 seconds of  average delay, movement 
110->105->101 has 323 vehicles with 690 seconds of  
average delay, and movement 110->105->106 has 896 
vehicles with 609 seconds of  average delay  
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NEXTA fetches input file names 
directly from the microsimulator 
control file. 
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29 Queue length = average number of stopped vehicles per lane  * 7.5 meters 
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Vehicle locations are imported from snapshot file 
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When the display mode is set to Travel 
Time Contour Display Mode, the 
minimum path travel times between a 
designated destination and other nodes 
can be plotted on the network window. 

A user can right-click a node to select 
menu “Define Destination to Calculate 
Travel Time Contour”. 
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The minimum path 
travel times between 
a designated 
destination and 
other nodes are 
plotted on the 
network window. 
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The numbers on a node indicates the calculated minimum path travel 
time (in minutes) between the current node to the designated 
destination.  
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A user can also customizes the thresholds of travel time categories 
displayed in travel time contour by selecting menu -> View -> Change 
LOS Interval in Travel Time Contour. 
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A user can set the slider of the clock bar 
at the first minute with vehicles. 

A snapshot file might only cover a short 
time period of the entire simulation 
horizon.  

After a TRANSIMS project has been 
loaded, a user can click on menu->View 
->Go to First Minute with Vehicles to 
jump to the first time stamp with 
snapshot data.   
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Rewind, play,    pause,     stop 
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Time axis (unit: min) 

Green line indicates the 
current simulation time 

Upstream node -> 
Downstream node (# link ID) 
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• MOE: Density, Speed, Queue Length, Volume 
• Start Time, End Time, Max Y  
• Background color 
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The path finding algorithm uses dynamic travel time calculated from simulated link speed at a given 
time.  
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Select link type 
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A user can click on menu 

View->Bottleneck Info-> 

Bottlenecks to display 

bottleneck information on 

different links.  
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A user can click on menu Project->Sort Link Performance Data to sort, 
display and export the link performance data in a designated time 
window. 

Select an MOE 
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Select a Field 
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As there might be multiple snapshot files for the same simulation run, a 
user can click on menu ->File->Reload Simulation Data with Selected 
Files to reselect the simulation files to be loaded.  

A user can select the 
snapshot, performance, and 
average occupancy files of a 
designated simulation run 
individually. 
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Path 5: 61 vehicles 
 11.72 min 
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